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of the Optical Analog of the Mossbauer Effect

in Ruby
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T~fqer-induced fluorescence line narrowing of the ruby R& Zeeman spectra at 693.4 nm
is reported using a continuous, stable, single-frequency ruby laser for resonant excitation. A resolution in excess of 107 corresponding to a linewidth of 30 MHz has been
achieved. The linewidths are anisotropic with respect to the relative magnetic-fieldcrystal-axis orientation and, at low Cr concentrations, are expected to be determined by
Cr-Al superhyperfine interactions.

There is a close analogy between the recoilless
y-ray transition (Mossbauer effect) and the
sharp-line optical fluorescence associated with
zero-phonon lines in solids. ' Both transitions
can be termed "zero-phonon" in the sense that
the transition occurs with no change in the phonon occupation number, the system terminating
in its ground vibrational state. While remarkably high Q's have been observed for Mossbauer
lines (-10'2 in Fe"), such values have not yet
been observed for optical lines although in principle they should be attainable if the lifetime determines the linewidth. For example, in ruby a
Q value of (4x10 ')(3xlOM/7x10 ') =(lifetime
xfrequency) -10" might be expected for the zerophonon line. With conventional excitation, such
narrow Quorescence lines are not observed because of the inhomogeneous broadening effects
of random residual strains. ' Recently a technique of laser-induced fluorescent line narrowing
(FLN} was demonstrated' which eliminates in-

the linewidth of the pulsed ruby laser used in
earlier work' was unknown, quantitative linewidth measurements of the fluorescence were
not possible. In this Letter, we describe the use
of a continuous, stable, single-frequency ruby
laser for excitation which allows continuous observation of the FLN phenomenon. A spectral
resolution in excess of 10' has been achieved corresponding to a linewidth of -30 MHz which is
about 100 times narrower than the inhomogeneous
width.
The experimental setup, described previously,

'

homogeneous

consisted of a temperature-controlled,
piezoelectrically scanned, Fabry-Perot interferometer
and a liquid-helium cryostat with optical windows. Two new features were the use of a continuous laser for excitation and the sample-illumination technique. The ruby laser was a 1.5-cmlong rod of 0.03% Cr concentration, which was
cooled by conduction to 88'K. We used 1 W of
focused 5145-A light from a Coherent Radiation
model 52 argon ion laser for pumping. ' The

line shape g, b, is determined only by homogeneous broadening and consists of a convolution of
the homogeneous absorption g, and Quorescence
g& line shapes, i.e. , g, b, (v) = jg, ( ~ v— v')gz(v'
—v} dv', where v~ is the laser frequency. Since

gain in the rod was sufficiently high that lasing
could easily be achieved with uncoated ends. Oscillation occurred at a single frequency on the
E(+ ~) -'A, (a 2) transition, and this excited the
E(+ ~) -'A2(+ 2) lines in the sample. The stability and width of the laser line was better than 5
MHz over -100 sec taken to record spectra;
1 mW of ruby laser light was incident on the surface of the sample at the focus (15 cm) of a lens.
The fluorescence light was collimated by the

broadening effects. The method
consists of observation of the Quorescence following or during resonant excitation of selected
ions corresponding to a particular frequency by
using a narrow-band laser source. If no spectral
diffusion occurs, then the observed fluorescence
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rescence line in Fig. 1 showing its Gaussian shape.

FIG. 1. Zeeman fluorescence spectrum of 0.19o ruby
at 4.2'K us ing single-frequency, resonant ruby-laser
excitation (E& c) in the &(+2)
A&(+2) lines. FabryPerot free spectral range is 4.78 GHz. Magnetic field
orientation to crystal axis is 0 . o lines are labeled.

same lens and then led into the Fabry-Perot interferometer through a beam splitter. The interferometer has a finesse -100 and approximately
a Gaussian line shape determined by irregularities of the plate surfaces.
Some laser-excited Zeeman spectra are shown
in Figs. 1-3. We discuss two features of these
spectra: (l) the pseudosplitting of the fluorescence lines and (2) the observed linewidths of

30-200 MHz.
For 8=90', the R, Zeeman energy-level scheme
is indicated in Fig. 3 as determined by the groundstate' and excited-state' spin Hamiltonians.
While a three-line fluorescence spectrum might
be expected from the energy levels, a six-line
spectrum is in fact observed (two lines are superimposed at the laser frequency v~). The reason for the line doubling is that two frequency
groups are pumped into level 4 because of the

pected from the superhyperfine broadening mechanism. ' On the other hand at 8= 90' (Fig. 3) or
for B= 0, the line shapes markedly depart from.
Gaussian and are well described by a LorentzGaussian (Voigt) shape.
A simple explanation of the linewidth 0 and
transition dependence is possible using a model
developed for a description of photon-echo behavior' in which the Al nuclear spins are considered to produce a random, time-varying field
at the Cr site. Considering quantities such
as Bv/BB and Sv/88, we expect narrower linewidths at 8=0' since here &v/88=0. Also, at 8
=0', sv/sB is smaller for E(+ ~) -'A, (a ~) than
for E(+ —,') -'A, (+ ~) in agreement with observa-
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overlap of the 3-4 and 2-4 inhomogeneous linewidths. Similar effects are observed for the 0
= 0'

results.

A summary of the experimental line-shape and
linewidth data is given in Table I. The broaden-

ing is similar to that observed in the groundstate' and excited-state" EPR of ruby and arises, at least in part, from the superhyperfine interactions between the Cr" and the thirteen nearest-neighbor Al nuclear spins. At 8 =0' (B v0),
Gaussian line shapes (Fig. 2) are observed as ex-

FIG. 3. Zeeman fluorescence spectrum of 0.1% ruby
at 4.2 K using single-frequency,
resonant ruby-laser
excitation (&& c) in the E(+ 2)
A2(+g) lines. FabryPerot free spectral range is 4.78 GHz. Magnetic field
orientation to crystal axis is 90'. Inset shows splitting
of R~ levels.
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= 7 G, we calculate at 6 = 0' the homogeneous linewidths &(+ —,
tions. Taking'
A more precise description of hyperfine broadening of the R, lines in ruby is possible using a modification of Wenzel's theory' of ground-state broadening. In the high-field approximation in which the
nuclear spin is quantized along the magnetic field, we derive from Wenzel's Eq. (24) the second moment
of the R, transitions at 8= 0':

(~')

(~2) = ~I(E = 1)Q,. [A, *(S *) —A, (S,) +(B,*(S,*}—B;(S,))n„] .
Here n„ is the component along the optic axis of the unit vector

n along the Cr-Al direction, and
starred quantities refer to excited-state interaction coefficients which appear in the effective nuclear
spin Hamiltonian for the ith Al,
H,.(excited state) =A,.*(S*).T+B,*(S*).n, I.n, +(y/1)I; ~ H + Q, *&„,
(2)

with a similar equation for H, (ground state} In.
Eq. (2}, A, * and B,* are appropriate combinations of contact and dipolar Cr-Al interaction coefficients (ground-state values of A, , B,, and Q,.
are tabulated in Ref. 7), (S*) is the electron spin
expectation value, Q, * is the quadrupole coefficient, y is the nuclear moment, and I = —, To
permit calculations of (hE') in Eq. (1) we have
neglected Q, 's and have assumed that B,*=kB,

'.

= (g»*/g»)B;

(point-dipole

approximation).

f

Also,

A,.*=fA, +(f k)B,/3, .wh-ere . is the ratio of excited- to ground-state contact interaction constants. Following Ref. 9, we took = 1.4 for
E(+~) and f=0.8 for E(- ~). Assuming a Gaussian

f

line shape, we calculated the following full width
', ——,')
at half-maximum (FWHM) linewidths: &(- —,
= 4. 0 MHz, b(+ —,
', ) = 28
', + ~) = 6.4 MHz, b(+ ~, + —
', ——,') =35MHz. These widths are
MHz, and b, (- —,
in fair agreement with values calculated from the
simple model described earlier. The four distinct linewidths will produce five distinct observed (remote from v~) fluorescence linewidths
each consisting of a convolution of instrument,
absorption, and fluorescence line shapes. Thus,
for example, one of the observed E(+ ~) -'A2(+ 2)
lines in Fig. 1 has a width

') A, (- ~)
as determined by excitation in the E(- —,
transition and fluorescence in E(+ 2} Am(+ 2)
with E(+-,'} populated by Orbach relaxation' in *E.
Unfortunately the precision available from the
present experimental setup (determined by vibrations, pump-power fluctuations, etc. } did not
permit consistent measurement of the small line. width differences suggested by theory (the linewidths in Table I are average values over all the
lines). It is clear however that the measured
widths are larger than the theoretical values, in
particular for L(a ~, a ~}. This may be because
of a failure of the high-field approximation in the
present, relatively low-field case; imprecise
knowledge of the excited-state interaction coefficients; or Cr-Cr interaction broadening. ' Calculations indicate that phonon broadening due to
Raman" and direct processes" in 'E is negligible at 4. 2'K. Decrease of the excitation energy
by a factor 10 produced no change in linewidth,
indicating that saturation broadening was not a
factor.

"

In summary, a technique which permits continuous observation of optical spectra of solids
without the inhomogeneous broadening effects of
random strains has been demonstrated.
The
technique should be applicable to other materials
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cw, tunable dye lasers or
parametric oscillators. While Q values considerably smaller than that given by lifetime
were obtained for ruby, much larger values are
expected for suitable ion-host combinations. By
restricting the direction of observation along the
laser beam, the FLN technique is also expected
to apply to gases in a manner similar to that described previously" for a sequence of laser action and fluorescence. An advantage of FLN homogeneous linewidth observation over nonlinear
absorption techniques" is that many lines can be
observed without tuning the laser. There are, of
course, corresponding disadvantages, e.g. , much
spectral confusion when many overlapping lines
are excited. The task of fine frequency control
is now transferred to the detection system; thus,
for example, we have the delightful prospect of
observation of hyperfine, Zeeman, Stark, or
stress spectra by heterodyne methods.
The author wishes to acknowledge with thanks
the help of L. E. Erickson in constructing the
equipment, the technical assistance of E. L.
Dimock, and a useful encounter with G. R. Hanes
at a critical point in the experiments.
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'Pm~cling at 4.2'K from lead into degenerate n-type Gasb under hydrostatic pressure
exhibits huge changes when conduction-band extrema cross each other. In the indirectgap configuration, strong phonon-assisted structures show up together with a typical
resistance kink related to the onset of a (000) tunneling path. The measured interband
pressure coefficient is
6 meV/kbar. All results suggest that the band crossing occurs 3 kbar higher than expected.

-9.

Tunneling

measurements

in metal-GaSb con-

tacts under hydrostatic pressure exhibit strong
effects which are definitely due to the crossing
of the 1' (000) and L (111) conduction-band extrema. Although band-structure effects in tunnel
heterojunctions have previously been reported
in the literature, ' 4 this work gives, to our
knowledge, the first unambiguous quantitative
326

results concerning externally controlled bandstructure effects in such junctions. GalIium antimonide is especially well suited for a systematic
study of the tunnel mechanisms involved in direct- and indirect-gap semiconductors: The interband energy separation EI -E& can be changed
in both amplitude

pressure.

and sign by reasonably low
GaSb is a direct-gap semiconductor'

